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ABS~RACT

The Quartz-Fuchs1te ,.. vein at the Dome Mine, T'immins

area, has been the~ubject of an integrated field,

petrographic, geochemical, and fluid inclusion. study to

characteriz~ the site and the cause of ore deposition, and

to establish the source of or.e components in Archean lode

gold deposits.

at the. contact with a unit of slates. The wall rock....
\,.... .',

The vein lies in a zone of carbonatized komatiites

veining and

jhat the

I

I
J

I

alteration that accompanied ore genesis is centered around

a porphyry lens located in the zone of carbonatizedrocks.

The location of the Quartz~Fuchsite~vein is coincident with
. . ~ .~~~.

the oater rim of the altera~ionenvelop.

A high pore fluid re~~~e that developed in the

carbonatized komatiites in proximity to the slates resulted

.in hydraulic fracturing and genesis of the Quartz-Fuchsite

vein. Massive and barren quartz was deposited during

. protracted stages of fracture growth, while banded and

." ~. gol~-bearing quar.tz was formed during repetitive and brief

. per iads~ crack-seal vein growth. Quartz vehling ·t~ok
place. b~ore the compressional deformation ~hich has

affected t~e Timmins area.

• Fluid. inclusion studies· eicate

hydrothermal fluid contemporaneous with quartz

gold deposition was a ~ law salinity CH 4-rich H20-C0 2 fluid
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that underwent intermittent unmixing. Phase separation was

promoted'during pressure drops in fractures that accompany
, ,

the crack-seal vein growth mechanism. The strong

partitioning of CO 2 and,CH 4 into the vapor during 'unmixing

resulted in a shift~in the" remaining fluid toward higher pH, , r,

and £02' As a consequence, gold complex~s were probably

destabilized in 'the hydr~thermal fluid and'deposite~ with

quartz in crack~seal veins.

Lead isotope studi~s of whole rocks and galenas

associated with gold in the Quartz-Fuchsite vein suggest a

genetic link between the gold mineralization and the

quartz-feld~par porphyries of the Dome ~ine environment,

,although other source reservoirs cannot be ruled out on the

basis of lead isotopes al~ne. Sulfur i~ot~pe com'positions

of pyritei ' and galena~' ~rom the 'Quartz-Fuchsite vein are
,

compatible with, a ma9f1!.atic or a metamorphic fluid ..
", I. J...

The weight of., evidence i'ndicates.' that the

development of the gold mineralization in the" Quartz-
.. '

Fuchsite.vein i~ ge-net:i~allY 'related to the emplacement of

quartz-feldspar pSrphyries in the D6me Mine environment ..
,',

",

The ultimate source of gold and the mineralizing fluid is

probably a deeper seated magma, or possibly the lower crust.
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1. 1.. AIM OF STUDY

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
'.

"

Roberts;19~1). They have been one"of"the

to the cUMulative world

ArC?ean

approximately 20%

(Phillips, 1985;

lode gold

..~

deposits have contributed

gold production

major sources ofgolO uP.to the present, and they represent

a large ore potential for the future. However r the

mechanisms of formation of these deposits are still. highly

controversial. No unique genetic model has yet been agreed

upon on a world wide. basis.

The ess~ntial geologi~al and g~ochemical features

critical to ore genesis need to be identified and

understood, in order to generate a global and accurate
r • ~ ~

model._Thebasic requirements in oregene~is modeling are

to

1) establish the source o~the mineralizing components;

2) define the environment and the mode of ore deposition;
".:

.3) characterize the "nature of the ore-beartng flUid.

The prob~em o~ ore genesis can be approached in two

ways: either with- a r~gorous and intensive study of the

details of indllJidual deposits, Qr by " comparing geological

1


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































